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Abstract: In this work we present an experiment for enriching a Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) phrase table with automatically created bilingual word
pairs. The bilingual lexicon is induced with a supervised classifier trained using a
joint representation of word embeddings (WE) and Brown clusters (BC) of transla-
tion equivalent word pairs as features. The classifier reaches a 0.94 F-score and the
MT experiment results show an improvement of up to +0.70 BLEU over a low re-
source Chinese-Spanish phrase-based SMT baseline, demonstrating that bad entries
delivered by the classifier are well handled.
Keywords: Machine translation, phrase table expansion, bilingual lexicon induc-
tion, Natural language processing

Resumen: En este art́ıculo presentamos un método para ampliar la tabla de
frases de un traductor automático estad́ıstico con entradas bilingües creadas au-
tomáticamente con un clasificador supervisado. El clasificador es entrenado con una
representación vectorial en la que se concatenan el vector distribuido (Word Embed-
dings, WE) y una representación de agrupaciones de Brown (Brown clusters, BC)
de 2 palabras equivalentes de traducción. El clasificador alcanza una F1 de 0,94
y el resultado de la evaluación del sistema de traducción automática entre chino
y español muestra una mejora de hasta +0,70 BLEU, demostrando que las malas
traducciones producidas por el clasificador son controladas bien por el sistema de
traducción.
Palabras clave: Traducción automática, Expansión de vocabulario, Inducción de
léxicos bilingües, Procesamiento del lenguaje natural

1 Introduction

Parallel corpora are one of the key resources
that support Statistical Machine Translation
(SMT) to learn translation correspondences
at the level of words, phrases and treelets.
Although nowadays parallel data are widely
available for well-resourced language pairs
such as English-Spanish and English-French,
parallel corpora are still scarce or even do
not exist for most other language pairs. The
translation quality with no data suffers to the
extent of making SMT unusable.

Many researches (Fung, 1995; Chiao and
Zweigenbaum, 2002; Yu and Tsujii, 2009) at-
tempt to alleviate the parallel data shortage
problem by using comparable corpora which

still are not readily available for many lan-
guage pairs. Monolingual corpora, on con-
trary, are being created at an astonishing
rate. Therefore, in this work, we propose
to extend an SMT translation model by aug-
menting the phrase table with bilingual en-
tries automatically learned out of non nec-
essarily related monolingual corpora. The
bilingual lexicon was delivered by a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier trained us-
ing a joint representation of word embedding
and Brown cluster of translation equivalents
as features.

The main contributions of this paper are:
(1) We present a supervised approach to au-
tomatically generate bilingual lexicons out of
unrelated monolingual corpora with only a
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small quantity of translation training exam-
ples. (2) We prove that enriching an SMT
phrase table using all the results, including
the errors delivered by the classifier, is indeed
a simple and effective solution.

The rest of the paper is structured as fol-
lows: section 2 reports the previous works re-
lated to our approach; section 3 describes our
supervised bilingual lexicon learning method;
section 4 sets the experimental framework;
section 5 reports our test results; and section
6 gives the final conclusion of the work.

2 Related work

The use of monolingual resources to enrich
translation models has been proposed by dif-
ferent researches. For instance, (Turchi
and Ehrmann, 2011; Mirkin et al., 2009;
Marton, Callison-Burch, and Resnik, 2009)
used morphological dictionaries and para-
phrasing techniques to expand phrase tables
with more inflected forms and lexical vari-
ants. Another line of work exploits graph
propagation-based methods to generate new
translations for unknown words. For in-
stance, Razmara et al. (2013) proposed to
induce lexicons by constructing a graph on
source language monolingual text. Nodes
that have related meanings were connected
together and nodes for which they had trans-
lations in the phrase table were annotated
with target side translations and their fea-
ture values. A graph propagation algorithm
was then used to propagate translations from
labeled nodes to unlabeled nodes. They ob-
tained an increase of up to 0.46 BLEU com-
pared to the French-English baseline. Sim-
ilary, Saluja et al. (2014) presented a semi-
supervised graph-based approach for generat-
ing new translation rules that leverages bilin-
gual and monolingual data. However, all
these methods generate new translation op-
tions by depending on existing knowledge of
a baseline phrase table.

In order to create new entries, Irvine and
Callison-Burch (2013) used a log-linear clas-
sifier trained on various signals of trans-
lation equivalence (e.g., contextual similar-
ity, temporal similarity, orthographic simi-
larity and topic similarity) to induce word
translation pairs from monolingual corpora.
Irvine and Callison-Burch (2014) used these
induced resources to expand the SMT phrase
table. Since much noise was introduced, 30
monolingually-derived signals needed to be

applied as further translation table features
to prune the new phrase pairs. Experiments
were conducted on two different language
pairs. An improvement of +1.10 BLEU for
Spanish-English and +0.55 BLEU for Hindi-
English was achieved.

The challenge of bilingual lexicon induc-
tion from monolingual data has been of long
standing interest. The first work in this area
by Rapp (1995) was based on the hypoth-
esis that translation equivalents in two lan-
guages have similar distributional profiles or
co-occurrence patterns. Following this idea,
(Koehn and Knight, 2002; Haghighi et al.,
2008; Schafer and Yarowsky, 2002) combined
context information and other monolingual
features (e.g., relative frequency and ortho-
graphic substrings,etc.) of source and tar-
get language words to learn translation pairs
from monolingual corpora. Recently, several
works (Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever, 2013a;
Vulić and Moens, 2015; Vulić and Korho-
nen, 2016; Chandar et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2016) proposed cross-lingual word embedding
strategies to map words from a source lan-
guage vector space to a target language vec-
tor space, and also demonstrated its effective
application to bilingual lexicon induction.

The approach presented here is simi-
lar to the end-to-end experiments of Irvine
and Callison-Burch (2014) and Irvine and
Callison-Burch (2016), but to generate bilin-
gual lexica, instead of using a large variety of
monolingual signals to learn and prune new
phrase pairs, our method basically trained an
SVM classifier using WE vector (Mikolov
et al., 2013b), together with BC informa-
tion (Brown et al., 1992) as features. To
evaluate the impact of our blingual lexica
on SMT, we conducted our experiment on
Chinese (ZH)-Spanish (ES). Although they
are two of the most widely spoken languages
of the world, to the best of our knowl-
edge, they are still suffering from the parallel
data shortage problem. There are no direct
SMT systems for this language pair but rule-
based ones (Costa-Jussà and Centelles, 2014;
Costa-Jussà and Centelles, 2016), which are
still lacking a lot of coverage.

3 Approach

In this section, we describe a simple approach
to improve the performance of a low resource
SMT system by augmenting the phrase ta-
ble with new translation pairs generated from
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monolingual data. We treat bilingual lexicon
generation as a binary classification problem:
given a source word, the classifier predicts
whether a target language word is its trans-
lation or not. Our classifier was trained with
a seed lexicon of one thousand correct trans-
lation pairs (Section 4.1). We first used the
concatenated WE of source and target word
as features to train an SVM binary classi-
fier following Han and Bel (2016). Then the
trained model was used to find possible trans-
lations for a given source word among all tar-
get language vocabulary.

However, the first results showed that
some words were wrongly considered as the
translation of many different source words
without being related to them in any mean-
ingful way. This could be a consequence
of the ‘hubness problem’ as reported by
Radovanović et al. (2010). To improve the
performance of our classifier, we decided to
add BC representation to our WE features,
since (Birch, Durrani, and Koehn, 2013;
Matthews et al., 2014; Täckström, McDon-
ald, and Uszkoreit, 2012; Agerri and Rigau,
2016) demonstrated that word clustering pro-
vides relevant information for cross-lingual
tasks. Observing our data, semantically re-
lated words in the source monolingual cor-
pus are grouped into the same class, while
their translations belong to a corresponding
class in the target monolingual corpus as well.
For instance, in our ZH monolingual corpus,
演员(actor) and 记者(journalist) belong to
the cluster 011111110110, while their trans-
lations actor and periodista are both grouped
into the corresponding cluster 11010100 in
the ES monolingual corpus. Therefore, we
added BC of source and target words as ad-
ditional features with the intention of helping
the classifier to rule out those semantically
unrelated target candidates to some extent.

To visualize the impact of using BC, in
Figure 1, we plot the geometric arrangement
of 6K word pairs (right translation and no
translation1) represented by only WE vectors
and with additional BC information in a 3-
dimensional space. Each point represents a
word pair since we concatenate the features
of source and target words together. The
change of the distribution of right translation
or no translation demonstrates that the joint
representation does encode relevant informa-

1The definition of right translation and no trans-
lation is given in section 4.1.

tion for the classification.

Figure 1: Distributed representations of 6K
word pairs (1K right translation and 5K no
translation) with WE of 400 dimensions and
with combination of WE and BC of 800 di-
mensions. We used PCA to project high di-
mensional vector representations down into a
3-dimensional space

4 Experimental setup

In this section, we describe the experimen-
tal settings for evaluating our approach. The
outline of our experiments is: (i) Generating
the training positive and negative word pair
lists. (ii) Obtaining the corresponding word
embedding vector and (iii) Brown clusters
from monolingual corpora. (iv) Concatenat-
ing the representation features of the source
word and its translation equivalent (or ran-
dom words for negative instances) (iv) Train-
ing an SVM classifier using the previously
concatenated representations. (v) Produc-
ing new translation word pairs from monolin-
gual corpora using the trained classifier. (vi)
Training the SMT system with available par-
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allel corpora plus the newly acquired trans-
lation word pairs.

4.1 Classifier datasets

To obtain the positive training set (right
translation), a translation list was produced
by first randomly extracting a list of about
1K nouns, verbs and adjectives2 (frequency
range from 10 to 100K) from the ZH mono-
lingual corpus. Then these randomly selected
words were translated from ZH to ES using
on-line Google Translator and manually re-
vised.

To build the negative training set (no
translation), we randomly selected non-
related words from the monolingual corpus of
each language and randomly combined them.
The ratio was 5 negative instances for each
positive one3. The data set was split for
training and testing: 1K positive and 5K neg-
ative word pairs for training; 300 positive and
1.5K negative word pairs for testing.

4.2 Word embedding

The monolingual corpora that were used
for learning WE and BC were: Chinese
Wikipedia Dump corpus4 (149M words) and
Spanish Wikipedia corpus5 (130M words,
2006 dump). WE were created with the
Continuous Bag-of-words (CBOW) method
as implemented in the word2vec6 tool, be-
cause it is faster and more suitable for large
datasets (Mikolov, Le, and Sutskever, 2013a).
To train the CBOW models we used the
following parameters: window size 8, mini-
mum word frequency 5 and 200 dimensions
for both source and target vectors.

4.3 Brown clustering
representation

Brown clusters7 were induced from the same
monolingual corpora that used for WE. We
set c=200 for computational cost savings,

2For PoS tagging of all corpora, we used the Stan-
ford PoS Tagger (Toutanova, Dan Klein, and Singer,
2003).

3We chose this unbalanced ratio to approach the
actual distribution of the data to classify since there
will be many more no translation than right transla-
tion pairs.

4https://archive.org/details/zhwiki_
20100610

5http://hdl.handle.net/10230/20047
6https://code.google.com/archive/p/

word2vec/
7https://github.com/percyliang/

brown-cluster

although with larger number of clusters it
might perform better. In order to include
BC in word pair representations, instead of
using directly the bit path, we used one-hot
encoding. More specifically, 400 binary fea-
tures were added to WE concatenated vec-
tors: 200 for each word. Each component
represents one of the 200 word clusters for
each source and target word.

4.4 SVM Classifier

We built and tested an SVM8 classifier on
ZH-ES using the datasets described in Sec-
tion 4.1 for three word categories: noun, ad-
jective and verb. The evaluation was double,
as we performed a 10 fold cross-validation
with the training set and we tested again the
model with a held-out test set.

4.5 Phrase-based SMT setup

Our SMT system was built using Moses
phrase-based MT framework (Koehn et al.,
2007). We used mgiza (Gao and Vogel,
2008) to align parallel corpora and KenLM
(Heafield, 2011) to train a 3-gram language
model. We applied standard phrase-based
MT feature sets, including direct and inverse
phrase and lexical translation probabilities.
Reordering score was produced by a lexical-
ized reordering model (Koehn et al., 2005).
The parameter ‘Good Turing’9 was applied
in order to reduce overestimated translation
probabilities, since the parallel corpus con-
tained many unigram phrase pairs provided
by our classifier. For the evaluation, we used
BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002).

The parallel corpora that used to train
and test the SMT system were: Chinese-
Spanish OpenSubtitles201310 (1M sentences)
for training; TAUS translation memory11 (2K
sentences) and UN corpus12 (2K sentences)
for testing. To train the language model,
we combined Spanish Wikipedia corpus men-
tioned in Section 4.2 with OpenSubtitles2013
target corpus.

The classifier was used to deliver, for each
of about 3K selected source words (the most
frequent words that were not present in the

8As implemented in WEKA (Hall et al., 2009).
9http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=

FactoredTraining.ScorePhrases
10http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/

OpenSubtitles2013.php
11http://www.tauslabs.com/
12http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/UN.php
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baseline phrase table), all the possible trans-
lation candidates as found in the combination
with the 30K target words of the same PoS
(for computational saving). All word pairs
classified as right translation were then ap-
pended to the existing parallel corpora for
training a new SMT system. Figure 2 shows
the generation and integration of the new
translation pairs.

Figure 2: Algorithm for the generation and
integration of supervised bilingual lexicons

5 Experimental results

We present here the evaluation results of the
classifier and their impact on our low resource
ZH-ES SMT system.

5.1 Results on bilingual lexicon
induction

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of our
classifier trained with WE and with the com-
bination of WE and BC in terms of precision
(P), recall (R) and F1-measure (F).

Evaluation results show that the classifiers
are capable of finding out the correct transla-
tion among all the candidates with same PoS
in the target monolingual corpus in most of
the cases. With the classifier trained only us-
ing WE, we already obtained a precision and
recall of 0.926 and 0.87, respectively for right
translation. To explore the relation between

10 cross-validation Held-out test set
P R F1 P R F1

WE
Yes 0.937 0.919 0.928 0.926 0.87 0.89
No 0.984 0.988 0.986 0.976 0.987 0.981

WE+BC
Yes 0.955 0.935 0.945 0.955 0.92 0.937
No 0.987 0.991 0.989 0.985 0.992 0.988

Table 1: Test results of the ZH-ES classifier
trained with WE and with WE+BC

the performance of the classifier and the num-
ber of training instances, Figure 3 plots the
learning curves (F1, and kappa value) over
different percentages of positive training in-
stances from 100 (10%) to 900 (90%), with
corresponding negative instances from 500 to
4500. It shows that the classifier achieved
stable and good results with around 50% of
the training instances.

Figure 3: Learning curve over different per-
centages of the training data for Chinese and
Spanish

However, the classifier trained using only
WE was not efficient in the following cases:

(i) Candidates affected by hubness prob-
lem.

After an error analysis, we realized that a
small group of target words were repeatedly
assigned as possible translations to many dif-
ferent source words, such as parte (‘part’),
nombre (‘name’) and tiempo (‘time’).

(ii) Semantically related candidates.
Words that always occur in similar con-

texts or nearby tended to be confusing for
the classifier to make the right decision. For
instance, the classifier assigned both tur-
ista (‘tourist’), turismo (‘tourism’) as pos-
sible translations for the source word 旅游
业(‘tourism’).

After adding BC, both precision and recall
results were improved as shown in Table 1,
demonstrating that BC indeed provided rel-
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evant information for ruling out many wrong
translation candidates. In terms of accuracy,
with BC the performance improved from 96.8
to 97.6, resulting in a considerable reduc-
tion of the number of word pairs classified as
right translation. Note that 88.65 M word
pairs were presented to the classifier from
2955 source words combined with 30K tar-
get words. The WE classifier delivered a
7% word pairs classified as right translation,
while the WE+BC classifier delivered only a
2.7%.

In order to verify whether the classifier
was not learning that particular BCs were
associated to the right or wrong translation
categories, we checked the distribution of the
clusters in both categories: 57 different clus-
ters were present in both positive and nega-
tive examples in the training data set and 23
in the test set.

5.2 Evaluation on SMT
translation table expansion

Table 2 shows experimental results of the
SMT system trained using the enriched par-
allel corpora. The system was tested on two
different test sets (described in 4.5)and mea-
sured by BLEU metric and Out of Vocabu-
lary rate (OOV).

Setup
TAUS UN
BLEU OOV BLEU OOV

Baseline 8.8 9.6% 10.81 6.8%
Baseline + 3K SBL 9.58 8.7% 11.42 5.9%

Table 2: BLEU and OOV test results of the
baseline and the system developed with our
supervised bilingual lexica (SBL)

According to the results shown in Table
2, with the new translation candidates given
by our classifier, the performance of the SMT
system improved with respect to the baseline
by up to +0.70 and +0.61 BLEU scores, and
the OOV13 rate of baseline system was re-
duced around 0.9% for both test sets.

Table 3 shows several examples of trans-
lation outputs after adding the bilingual lex-
ica compared to the results of the baseline
SMT system. Note that although all possible
translation candidates delivered by the clas-
sifier are included, the SMT system is able to
find out the right translation, thus improving

13The OOV words were generated as shown
in:http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Advanced.
OOVs

the quality of the translations with respect to
OOV, as expected.

Source: 文化多样性(Cultural diversity)
Reference: diversidad cultural
Baseline: 多样性. a la cultura
Baseline+SBL: diversidad cultural
Source: 负面影响(Negative impact)
Reference: consecuencias negativas
Baseline: la negativo
Baseline+SBL: un impacto negativo
Source: 继续支助(continue supporting)
Reference: continúen apoyando
Baseline: seguir 支助
Baseline+SBL: estado manteniendo

Table 3: Translation examples of our SMT
baseline and the system with acquired lexi-
cons

6 Conclusions

This paper described a supervised approach
to automatically learn bilingual lexicons from
monolingual corpora for improving the per-
formance of a Chinese to Spanish SMT sys-
tem. Our experiment shows an improvement
of +0.7 BLEU score is achieved even though
an average of 800 translation pairs per source
word were added to the existing parallel cor-
pus. The high recall of our classifier ensures
that more reliable translation candidates can
be introduced to the SMT system and the
language model component is able to han-
dle the selection of the correct one, hence
delivering a better translation output. To
further improve the performance of the clas-
sification, our future work includes combin-
ing our model with other models separately
trained on multiple monolingual features us-
ing ensemble learning.
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